
 

Seaper Powers Books for Kids! 
 

"In a time when kids are growing up too fast it's nice to have a story  

that lets kids be kids and have fun. Rating: 10/10"  

- goodreads.com 

 
Seaper Powers is a whimsical series of illustrated adventure books for children ages 5-9!              
Written by award-winning, Miami-based musician and author Kim Cameron, Seaper Powers           
books take young readers on a magical journey of imagination and ocean adventure, along the               
way communicating positive messages about self-confidence, friendship, and environmental         
conservation. Seaper Powers received Honorable Mention in the 2018 Purple Dragonfly Book            
Awards, recognizing outstanding children’s literature. Join Emma and her sea-critter friends as            
they uncover buried treasure and solve exciting mysteries! 
 

Author Kim Cameron is a true believer in inspiring kids and nurturing their imagination. As a musician, Kim teaches vocal                    
lessons to students at the School of Rock and serves as a mentor with the Miami-based music education non-profit                   
Guitars Over Guns. While on tour in the Caribbean, Kim met a bright, imaginative 12-year-old girl who was fascinated                   
with octopi. This brief encounter inspired the creation of “Mr. Octopus,” a children's tune released on Kim’s record label.                   
Soon after, using the song as inspiration, Kim penned the first book in the Seaper Powers series, sparking her journey as                     
an author! 
 
Kim and the Seaper Powers team value education and community outreach, frequently visiting Miami-area schools,               
summer camps, and non-profits including Big Brothers Big Sisters, Branches, and Nicklaus Children’s Hospital to provide                
fun, interactive storytime and puppet presentations. Recently, Kim collaborated with local educators to develop a K-3                
Seaper Powers Lesson Plan Guide with suggested curriculum and projects inspired by the Florida Next Generation                
Standards, perfect for classrooms and homeschools. 
 
Book #1: In Search of Bleu Jay's Treasure: The tale of an adventurous young girl, Emma, who discovers magical seagrass                    
off the island of St. Thomas that gives her the power to talk to fish! Alongside her new sea-critter friends, Emma sets off                       
on a grand adventure to find buried treasure. 
 
Book #2: The Mystery of the Blue Pearls: In this adventure, Emma must save the ruler of the sea after she uncovers a                       
secret city that no human has ever seen before! 
 
Book #3: The Rescue: When Steve the Starfish becomes sick with a dangerous disease, Emma must embark on an                   
adventure to save him! Along the way, she finds herself in need of her own rescue. 
 
Book #4: The Riddle: Emma and her friends Marty the Merman, Oliver the             
Octopus, Steve the Starfish, and Wally the Whale travel to the Florida Keys to              
solve a mystery that has been guarded for thousands of years. The only way they               
can discover the truth is by following a map of riddles. 
 
Book #5: The Red Cap: Journey back in time to Nantucket in the early 1800s,               
when majestic whales faced danger from whale hunters who roamed the           
Atlantic. Luckily, a little boy named Mike is on a mission to save the whales and                
protect the ocean. With help from his friends, a jellyfish, ten cats, a friendly St.               
Bernard, and his time travel powers, can Mike come to the rescue? 
 
Seaper Powers is available in paperback, hardcover, CD, and MP3, with coloring books available to accompany each                 
adventure and plush character toys to bring the stories to life! For more information and videos, visit                 
www.seaperpowers.com. For inquiries, contact Adriana Oliva, theaoinsight@gmail.com, 786.252.9920, @theAOinsight. 
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